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NOTES FROM KEIKO KEYES' VISIT TO THE CONSERVATION CENTER FOR ART AND 

HISTORIC ARTIFACTS, PHILADELPHIA - OCTOBER 10 AND 11, 1988. 

(recalled to the best of Holly's ability ten months later) 

 

Reconciling the dissimilar natures of the lace-like network of long-fibered Japanese 

tissue and the short-fibered, felt-like structure of the Western paper is a problem for 

paper conservators.  For this reason, Keiko undertook a series of lining tests.  She used 3 

Western papers of differing weights for the tests;  

 A) Bartram Green Indian Office 

 B) Bartram Green Edinburgh (medium weight) 

 C) Permalife 

- and three Japanese tissues; 

 D) Kozo/Mino 

 E) Tengujo 

 F) Uda 

Each of the Western Papers was spray wet and brushed out on polyester web before 

lining.   

 

BASIC LINING PROCEDURE 

To prepare the Kozo paper for use in lining, the following steps were taken: 

- Moisten the Japanese tissue slightly by misting and roll it up to even out the moisture 

- Apply the cream-like paste to the lining tissue 

- While holding the pasted tissue with a long rod, brush it out onto the reverse of the 

humidified Indian Office paper, which is face down on a sheet of polyester web 

- Turn the package over and peel off the polyester web 

 

DRYING PROCEDURES 

- Keiko normally air dries the lined paper first, then rehumidifies it for flattening in a 

press with blotters and felts. Humidification can be accomplished by moist blotter 

sandwich or humidification in chamber or by spray-wetting, depending on the amount 

of moisture the work can withstand.  She also firmly believes in a long period of time for 

"conditioning" of the lined work. 

- Allow the lined object to air-dry, then rehumidify and dry the work on a karibari 

screen. 

- With the lined object face-up, guard the exposed edges of the lining with fresh strips 

of Japanese tissue, then put the work into a press with blotters and felts.  If there are 

tears, it is better to dry the object under pressure immediately. 
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Each of the Western papers was lined with each of the Japanese tissues and the results 

analyzed visually.  Some of her observations are noted below.  What causes the curling 

and distortion after lining?  There are variables to consider (and control) when you 

decide to line a paper object.   
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LINING VARIABLES 

Note:  Specific observations mentioned were relevant to the category being discussed. 

 

1.  Application of paste  

There are three alternatives: 

 a. normal - pasting the Japanese tissue 

 b. offset - pasting up a receptive surface, and transferring the paste to the 

 Japanese tissue by offset  

 c. on-object - applying the paste to the object 

 

2.  Weight of backing tissue 

Using the Edinburgh paper lined with the various backing tissues: 

 a. Mino (medium weight) tissue left a flat result 

 b. A heavier backing tissue provoked the Edinburgh to curl in a concave 

 direction 

 Note: like an international marriage, the two parts often have conflicting energies - KK 

 c. Gampi, which is very expansive, caused a contractile, convex curl of the 

 Edinburgh paper 

Note: Normally, the weight of the backing tissue is matched with the weight/density of 

the paper being lined.  Machine-made Japanese tissues are preferable for lining Western 

papers. 

 

3.  Direction of paper grain 

Permalife lined with Mino (medium weight): 

 a. With grain of object and lining tissue parallel, no problem 

 b. With cross-grain alignment, extreme concavity resulted. 

Note: The concave curl was parallel to the grain of the Permalife paper, indicating that 

the strength of the Permalife paper was greatest.  

 

4.  Degree of moisture 

Keiko has observed that when greater moisture is used in the initial wetting of an object, 

a more pronounced curl can result. 

 

5.  Thickness of paste (paste strength) 

Edinburgh paper with Mino tissue backing:  

 a. Normal strength paste left the lined sheet flat 

 b. Thick paste pulled in a convex direction because of the greater tension towards 

 the paste layer. 
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6.  Paste application 

Often, the method used to apply the paste will stretch the lining tissue, which then 

contracts to a greater extent when drying. 

 a. If the paste is applied and removed from the tissue by brushing in the grain 

direction only, the tissue is stretched minimally. 
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 b. The offset technique or application of the paste through a fine mesh screen 

will  avoid stretching the backing tissue entirely. The offset technique is as follows: 

  1) Sand a sheet of thick mylar or obtain a sheet of "frosted" mylar  

  2) Brush a thin, even layer of paste onto the mylar 

  3) Using a rod to support a slightly moist sheet of lining tissue, drop the   

  tissue onto the paste layer 

  4) Put a second layer of mylar on top to cover the paste layer 

  5) Roll the sandwich lightly with a rubber brayer for complete contact, but   don't use so much pressure that the paste is pushed out entirely 

  6) Turn the package over and remove the frosted mylar 

  7) Apply the mylar-supported lining tissue to the reverse of the object and  brush  

  down 

  8) Remove the mylar, turn the object over and remove the polyester web   

  facing from the front of the object 

 

Note: The lined work can be taken to the suction table to establish vertical contact, then 

pressed for final flattening. 

 

 c. The paste can also be applied directly to reverse of the object.  If the paper is   

 thick and intact, this may be a valid alternative.  Disadvantages: If there are tears,  seepage may occur and cause staining.  The object is more vulnerable when wet. 

  1) The backing tissue is moistened and rolled to distribute the moisture   

  evenly 

  2) A thin layer of paste is applied to the reverse of the object 

  3) The tissue is suspended on a rod and is dropped onto the pasted object 

  

  while being brushed out  

 

Results of samples in the application of paste: 

- The Edinburgh (handmade Bartram Green) paper was not a problem, no matter which 

technique was used.  

  

- The Permalife paper curled, no matter which technique was used.  It was concluded 

that a machine made paper, such as Archivart tissue, must be used for lining.  Archivart 

tissue has a very pronounced expansion and shrinkage coefficient. 

  

- Indian Office paper - Normal paste application caused a curl. Offset and on-object 

paste application resulted in flat mounting. 
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Notes:  Generally, a degraded Western paper will require a lining tissue with less 

"personality" than a contemporary Western paper. 

 

 

7.  Method of Drying and Adjustments during Drying 

Keiko mentioned that stretch-drying on the karibari panel gives the best results.  

However, other drying techniques have their advantages, and with a longer conditioning 

time, the materials adjust and become more compatible.   

 

Pounding 

 

If the object has been lined, is dry, but has curled, the pounding brush can be used to 

break the tension.  Oriental papers are known to behave in peculiar ways with pounding, 

and Western papers are very rarely pounded.  The pounding procedure is as follows: 

 1) The object is rehumidified in a moist blotter sandwich, together with two   

 layers of Japanese tissue (cut with grain directions to match the object) which   

 will be used to "friction dry" the object after it is pounded. 

 2) A light mist of water is sprayed on the clean table surface and a sheet of   

 polyester web is laid onto this moisture and smoothed out 

 3) The humid object is placed face down on this polyester web and an overlay of   

 dry Archivart tissue is placed on top 

 4) The pounding brush is used in a rapid, regular downward motion, with a   

 concentration at tears and edges where greater contact between layers is desired 

 5) The object can then be friction dried 

 

Friction Mounting/Drying 

 

 1) If just pounded, the still humid object is sandwiched directly between the two   

 humidified layers of tissue (Kozo/Mino -with grain directions which match the   

 object), then placed between multiple layers of blotter to dry under pressure (See 

  

 step 5) 

 2) If just air-dried following lining, the object and two layers of Japanese tissue   

 (with matching grain directions) are humidified in a sandwich of moist blotters 

 3) Once evenly humidified, additional moisture can be added to the Japanese   

 tissue and the layers are brushed into contact with the front and back of the   

 object. The amount of moisture used to establish contact between the object and 

  

 the tissue layers depends on how much moisture the work can tolerate.   
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 4) The Japanese tissue/object sandwich is placed between multiple layers of   

 blotter (a conditioning stack) with plate glass on the top to dry. 

 

5) Drying takes about two days - then the object is put between layers of dry   

 blotters for two weeks - one month.  

Note: Friction drying can be a corrective measure for something which has already been 

backed and has curled.  A bone folder may also be used to correct a curl, by pulling it 

smoothly across the reverse of a lined object which has been rehumidified.  Western 

papers are often too dense and the connection between the network of Japanese tissue 

fibers is not close enough for friction mounting to be effective.  A Western paper can be 

flattened with a Japanese tissue on the reverse and a layer of polyester web on the front. 

Grain direction of the Japanese tissue does not matter if the Western paper is thick.  

Under pressure, if the friction mounting tissue delaminates from the object surface, it 

doesn't seem to affect the outcome.
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PASTE MAKING DEMONSTRATION  (Oct. 11, 1989) 

 

Cooking 

 

 Keiko uses Zin-Shofu from Conservation Materials.  She mixes it 1:8 (weight to 

volume) e.g. 50 g. dry paste powder to 400 ml. water and allows the slurry to sit for at 

least two hours before cooking.  She finds that the Aytex-P paste makes a more brittle 

paste, whereas Zin-Shofu seems more elastic and cohesive.  She uses a Salton Sauce 

Machine to stir her paste, however each machine may have varying temperatures, so 

you must test a few batches before you determine the best results.  

 In her own lab she cooks the paste for 5 minutes on the #3 setting, then 

increases the heat to #4-5 and cooks for an additional 40 minutes.  At this time, she 

turns off the heat and allows the machine to stir the paste for another 5 minutes.  NOTE: 

At the Conservation Center during Keiko's demo, she cooked the paste for 15 minutes at 

#3 setting, then increased the heat to between #4-5 and cooked for an additional 25 

minutes.  Then she turned off the heat and allowed the machine to knead the paste for 

another 10 minutes.  

 The paste is turned out into a plastic container which has been swabbed with 

ethanol.  A cotton ball saturated with thymol or o-phenyl phenol is held to the 

underside of the container's lid with scotch tape to prevent mold from forming. Keiko 

does not cover the surface of the paste with a layer of water. 

 

Diluting 

 

 Keiko strains the paste only just before using it, passing it two or three times 

through a horse hair sieve or through a "PECAP" screen mesh stretched on an 

embroidery hoop.  Using a slightly moist brush, she kneads it in a flat bottomed glass 

dish.  When it begins to get a glossy appearance, she adds a few drops of water to the 

bristles of the brush (NOT TO THE PASTE) and continues to knead it. The brush motion 

involves three forward strokes and a counter clockwise stroke which gathers the entire 

paste ball for the next strokes.  The gradual addition of moisture to the brush bristles 

maintains the colloidal state of the paste and prevents separation of the starch granules. 

 

Use of different paste thickness: 

 A really thick paste might be used for a large map which would not be rolled.  A 

cream-like paste thickness is appropriate to line a Western paper with a Japanese tissue 
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backing, because there is less natural congeniality between the paper surfaces.  

Japanese to Japanese paper attachment requires the thinness paste. 

 How much moisture the object can tolerate is another consideration in the 

preparation of a paste thickness. 

 

 

 

GOOD JUDGEMENT COMES FROM EXPERIENCE, 

EXPERIENCE COMES FROM BAD JUDGEMENT. - Thea JW. 


